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COOKING AND CLEANING AGREEMENT 

 

Whereas, the Parties to this Agreement are: Austin Agnew (“Austin”) and Rhonda Agnew 

(“Rhonda”), husband and wife; 

Whereas, Rhonda dislikes the obligation to clean the kitchen on a nightly basis; 

Whereas, Austin desires to have his wife perform her obligation to cook nutritious, 

delicious, and varied meals for her family every evening; 

Whereas, The Parties desire to establish an understanding for ensuring that Rhonda will be 

liberated from cleaning the kitchen in exchange for preparing the family meal; 

Wherefore, based on the foregoing, the Parties agree as follows: 

1. On evenings when Rhonda prepares a meal satisfying the criteria outlined below, 

Austin Agnew to oversee, supervise, participate in, and ensure the cleaning of the kitchen on the 

evening the meal is prepared and served. 

 

2. In order for a meal to qualify for the provisions of Paragraph 1, above, the meal 

must meet the following criteria based upon the genre of meal prepared: 

 

Normal:  A Normal shall consist of one serving of chicken, fish or beef, a salad, 

one serving each of two different vegetables, bread, and fruit and/or desert. 

 

Italian:  An Italian meal shall consist of one serving of pasta and sauce, bread, and 

salad. 

 

Mexican: A Mexican meal shall consist of one main entrée and at least one side 

dish.  The side dish must be “Mexican” in nature.  Plain white rice and/or corn are 

not considered “Mexican”.  Refried beans are acceptable but only when served with 

an additional side. 

 

Asian: An Asian meal is a disfavored genre.  However, we will accept without 

question chicken fried rice.  Provided the fried rice contains at least the amount of 

ingredients as the recipe. 

 

3. In satisfying the criteria for a meal above, it is agreed by both parties that variety in 

foods served is paramount.  No food will be served more than twice in any given week, excepting 
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that different preparations of the same ingredient will be considered as satisfying these criteria.  

For example, mashed potatoes and baked potatoes are counted as two different vegetables. 

 

4. In satisfying the criteria for a meal above, it is agreed by both parties that quality 

of the meal is also paramount.  Rhonda has committed to making these meals of “restaurant” 

quality.  She understands that at least one element of the meal shall be “extraordinary”.  

Extraordinary shall be defined as requiring more than minimal effort. 

 

5. In the event that Rhonda is concerned that a given meal plan may not satisfy the 

criteria, she shall submit the menu for approval at least one hour before cooking.  If Austin fails to 

respond to the proposed menu, it will be considered approved.  Although additional notice is 

recommended as it will facilitate meal planning. 

 

6. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as allowing Austin to foist the 

cleaning of the kitchen off on his children beyond their ability to do so.  Nor shall Austin make the 

children do more work than he does himself. 

 

7. The obligation to clean on the night of service is waived in the event of company.  

The kitchen will be cleaned on the following day. 

 

8. The parties may attach to this document an addendum containing individual foods 

or meal plans that shall be considered as satisfying these criteria.  They may also maintain an 

addendum that contains food or meal plans that are not considered as satisfying the criteria if 

prepared in their traditional manner. 

 

9. In the event that plain waffles are prepared for dinner, Austin has no obligation to 

clean the kitchen that evening. 

 

10. This Agreement shall be binding for term of six months.  However, the parties shall 

amend this Agreement from time to time to prevent either party from exploiting loopholes or other 

means of evading the Agreement inconsistent with the spirit of the Agreement. 

 

11. Any disputes concerning the implementation of this Agreement shall be resolved 

by written submission to K.F. whose decision concerning the submitted matter shall be binding. 

 

 

Austin Agnew      Rhonda Agnew 


